
E N E R G Y  A L C H E M Y 
The early alchemists were very concerned with turning base metals into 
gold. They conducted many experiments to achieve such tasks and these 
advances became the building blocks for modern day chemistry.  

 
You have been engaged in a similar process of exploring ways in which 
you can take everything you are and refine your life and fashion it into 
something that shines with more vitality, passion, and overall well-being. 

 
It is now time for you to fully connect the dots and use the power of your 
vision to create an Illuminated Vision Plan (IVP) and commit to action. 



You now possess the clarity and powerful foundation to design the life you’ve always wanted. 
Review the wisdom you have amassed over the past eight days, then craft your vision for the 
radiant world view you are ready to step into. 
 
Step One: Review Program Assignments + Adventures 
Pay particular attention to what areas of transformation you are drawn to. Do you desire to 
address your overall life or proceed with one or a couple of strategic focus areas? You may 
want to take notes on what you found to be most inspiring and illuminating that you may want 
to inform the creation of your Illuminated Vision Plan (IVP).  
 

Step Two: Create the Illuminated Vision  
Completing these sentences will support the articulation of your vision.  

•  The vision I hold for myself is…. 
•  The top 5 values that will fuel my vision are… 
•  My sense of vitality, health and happiness through… 
•  This vision needs to become a reality because… 

 
Step Three: Design the Plan 
What specific steps must you take to achieve your goal?  
This action plan will get you started with key efforts, milestones and progress markers.  
Explore efforts along the lines of:  What do I need to DO, who do I need to BE and how do I 
need to THINK in order to live into that vision? 
 
Step Three: Ignite the New Vision   
Declare who you are based on what you gained from the process. Express what gems you 
will use to light up your life. State where your Illuminated Vision plan is taking you! 

•  I am Ozioma. I am a powerful ray of magnificence. I authentically speak my truth. 
•  My Lit Up Life is filled with love, honesty, self-awareness, creativity, rigorous 

exercise and deep reflection.  
•  My Illuminated Vision Plan will enable me to fully step into the transformational 

leader that I know I am.  
 

CREATING YOUR ILLUMINATED VISION PLAN 



ILLUMINATED ACTION STEPS 

	  
I	  WILL	  PLACE	  MY	  EFFORTS	  IN	  	  
THE	  FOLLOWING	  AREAS	  

	  
CHECK-‐IN	  
DATE	  

	  
NOTES	  ON	  	  

MY	  PROGRESS	  



FILLING IN THE CRACKS 
Kintsukuroi is a Japanese style of pottery where the bowls are cracked then 
repaired with gold. The finished product is considered to be more beautiful 
because of the process and its final outcome. You have engaged in a 
powerful process that has cracked you open. You now have a powerful vision 
for your life, but where will you have to fill in your cracks with gold in order to 
make that vision truly possible? Isolate the five most important shifts that will 
support your Illuminated Vision Plan. For maximum results, make these shifts 
specific and time-bound, then have someone hold you accountable to action.   
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A RADIANT RE-INTRODUCTION 
Now that you have done the work, give yourself a proper introduction to the world. Read it aloud three times.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I AM... 

MY ILLUMINATED VISION PLAN WILL ENABLE ME TO... 

MY LIT UP LIFE IS FILLED WITH...  
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